
There are 2 groups with 5 teams in each group. A and B. 

MODE: 3 vs 3 iCTF with 2 possible subs from your clan (or an applicant). 
Tournament style: Groups + Elimination
When it starts: This week. This is not an “all-in-one-day ” tournament. You can play as many 
matches as you want in a week, but make sure you have at least one played every week.
What i need: Screenshot with result, demo named by a team and map 
(e.g. !s]_happy_forge1.dmo). 
MAPS in GROUPS: Forge/redemption/reissen
Maps in elimination: working on it. Probably picked by teams. 
Who goes to elimination:  The top four teams from the groups of five. Why not eliminate 
immediately but go to groups? Well, at first you are trying to get the best position in your group 
as is shown below in the table. It also makes it more fun because you can play more games. 
You play 1 round vs every opponent
How many players can play?: 5! 3 official players, and 2 subs from your clan or an applicant. 
This way, if one of your mates can not play in a round later, you can use some of your sub or 
both of them.

Tell me more:

There are 2 groups with 5 teams. Every team has 1 leader which can connect to 
#holidaytournament channel at gamesurge.net and will be voiced. Other players are able to 
connect to channel but are not voiced, to prevent spam and fights.  I recommend the most 
active player. This player can talk with another teamleader from an opposing team to decide 
when to play their own matches. If one of your mates can not to play some round, you can use 
subs which you pick at start of this tournament. 

In groups you play the same maps with every team.

Maps in groups are picked as: FORGE/REDEMPTION/REISSEN. 
1st map is forge, second picked is redemption. If its a tie on score (1:1) you play reissen. 

You play 2 maps to win (so possible 3, matches during 1 round). You cannot tie in a map. If you 
finish with score e.g. 1:1 on forge, you restart the game and you play on 2 flags again. (3:1, 
2:0, 4:2 etc.) Team which gets 2 more flags more than your opponent, wins the game and game 
is over. 

ELIMINATION

After you play all rounds in your group, you are going to an elimination. Here, it is important to 
have the best position so you can play with easiest team from the other group. The team that 
had the lowest position in the group rounds will not proceed to elimination.



As the table below shows, you play an elimination system vs opponent from the other group. 

A GROUP VS B GROUP

B4 - A1

A3 - B2

B3 - A2

A4 - B1

Here you play 3 maps to win. Maps are picked by a team, First pick goes to team from the left 
side of this table.

Winner goes next as is shown bellow:

Winner of a match VS Winner of a match

A1B4 A3B2

A2B3 A4B1

Final is played by 5 maps to win where the first 1 pick is picked by an absolute majority of a vote
by all the teamleaders before the whole tournament starts.

I really hope in a lot of fun and a good luck to everyone. I think you can play a lot of games 
which makes this tournament really powerful and the winner can really say, that their team is 
THE BEST!

Before games starts, be sure you:

Pick 1 teamleader which can join to a channel  #holidaytournament
You give me lineup with 5 nicks of players from your team
You pick 1 map for the Final and the teamleader will send me the name of this map. You can 
pick an ICTF map only. 

After you play round be sure you: 



save the screenshot of every map you played, name it and together with demo, send to me.


